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Economic Outlook
Last January, investors were worried about the following:
Over the next five to ten years I expect the stock market
the possibility of having a fourth straight down year in the
will revert back to its historical long-term rate of return
stock market; lingering effects of Wall Street and corpo(approximately 10% annually). This year’s stock returns
rate scandals; increased likelihood of a war in Iraq; and the
are not likely to perform as well as they did in 2003. Howremote chance that our economy would slip back into reever, I believe that there is a better than average chance that
cession. Today, the economic outlook is much brighter
they will exceed the historical 10% annual rate of return.
and more stable. The economy has entered the third consecutive year of an increasingly strong expansion. Gross
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domestic product (GDP) grew at an estimated rate of 4.2%
During the bear stock market many newsletter-writing fear
in 2003, and is expected to continue to grow at a rate of
merchants claimed to have clairvoyantly foreseen the down
4.5% to 5.5% in 2004 (GDP has grown by an average
market. The problem is that most of these soothsayers
3.3% over the past 50 years). Also, last
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Another Up Year in the Stock Market
greed or induced by
debt, and fears of terfear into trying to “time
rorism. In contrast, the
the market” – it is a losing proposition! It is the economic
lengthy list of positive factors that will likely continue to
fundamentals that determine the performance of investsupport our economy include: low unemployment; stunments over long investment horizons. As I have stated
ningly high productivity; growing corporate revenues, profmany times before, no one can successfully “time the marits, and capital spending; the impact of previously enacted
ket.” The best course of action in both bull and bear martax cuts; an upward sloping yield curve; above average
kets is to maintain a diversified, long-term, buy-and-hold
GDP growth; an accommodative Federal Reserve; low ininvestment strategy. If we continue to see the stock marterest rates; and almost no trace of inflation.
ket improve over the next few years, do not change your
investment strategy. Do not begin to concentrate your inStrong Stock Market Outlook
vestments in any single stock, sector, or asset class. Stick
Substantial stock market bubbles have historically been
to your long-term diversified investment strategy, and igonce-in-a-generation phenomena. The past six years feanore the non-fundamental distractions (such as perennial
tured the greatest bull and the worst bear markets since
bears). Smart investors always have diversified portfolios,
the 1920s. Although many investors still feel the pain of
because there is always uncertainty, and no one is clairvoythis latest stock market bubble, the probability of another
ant.
bubble forming and bursting in the next few years is very
remote.
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